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ABSTRACT basis earthquake, there is a probabilistic

consideration behind as shown in Fig I for the

This paper deals with the evaluation of guideline JEAG 4601-1984 in Japan, and then no

regulatory codes for anti-earthquake design of assumptions of seismic induced LOCA and others

industrial facilities including a nuclear power would be done as discussed in the following

plant. There are several ways to describe the chapters.

anti-earthquake design, in general, and the case Anyway the author believes that the code or

for a nuclear power plant is one of the extreme. guideline shall be evaluated in determinic

The comparison of various codes was made briefly sense to be understood its adequacy as well as

also. probabilistic approach for engineers and maybe

for the public.

I. INTRODUCTION II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF SEISMIC DESIGN CODE

To ensure the safety of nuclear power We have been establishing various seismic

plants, the principal design practice should be design codes in Japan. These codes can be

described in the guideline or code. For this, categorized to three groups. The first one is

the anti-seismic design is one of key factors that based on the old building code. The second

for their safety in high-seismisity countries one is that developed from the design practice

like Japan. The author has been engaged in of a nuclear power plant. And the third one is

preparing the specifications and guidelines that which consists of two step checks, and the

since 1958 at the beginning of this kind of typical one is the current building code.

jobs, and its history was described in his The author has been working for the second

recent survey paper 1 in ASME. He recognized one for critical facilities including a nuclear

that those codes and guidelines must have the power plant as described in the survey

deep relation to the safety of nuclear power reports. 1,2 The work in this field was

plants itself. He tried to introduce the developed into the seismic design of petro-

probabilistic concept in 1963, but most of chemical industry as the MITI (Ministry of

Japanese seismologists didn't evaluate it to International Trade and Industry) Notice #515,

decide the design basis earthquakes. The main 1981. During this process, two practices were

reasons came from poor data base because of introduced as described in te following

rather short history of seismic events to their chapter, that is, the simplification of design

return periods and also an understanding that and the use of computer codes.

destructive earthquakes may have their upper At the first step, the seismic coefficient

bound, that is, Gutenberg- Richter relation can method was developed based on Sano's idea in

not extrapolate to far stronger range. 1930's. The seismic coefficient used for the

He also tried to discuss on lack of seismic code was 0.1 and then modified into 02. It was

considerations for nuclear power plants in the decided according to the acceleration value

eastern part of the United States as Okrent estimated by the record of displacement motions

referred to in his book. Through the discussion at Hongo area, University of Tokyo, in Kwanto-

with Okrent, the author recognized the necessity earthquake 1923. Damages of Hongo area were not

of Seismic PRA, but also understood that the serious compared to other areas, but this value

anti-earthquake design guideline was completely was only available data at that time. Now we

different from the probabilistic approach. it know that the peak ground acceleration (PGA on

should be noticed that once we decide the design the surface at various destructive earthquakes

basis earthquake, it is no more probabilistic are higher than 200 gal. Unfortunately, the

value, and it is simply a definit value for the seismic coefficient of 02 in the building code

design. Of course, during the discussion how to was defined the value by the law of Japan, and

combine the allowable stress with the design it is difficult to be remodified because of
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various political restrictions. To compensate the author considers that it is important as
this difficulty, the concept of the reevaluation described in his various papers. 2

of seismic capacity was employed in the To complete a code, we gave to consider the

executive order of the building code in 1981. balance of the seismic load and the allowable
This two step evaluation is the third one. plant condition, that is, the allowable stress,

Both the first one and the third one assume carefully.
that the design basis earthquake is 02 G, and
the third one assume a I G earthquake, and VI. EVALUATION OF CODES

evaluate its effect to the structure, that is, a
kind of capacity evaluation. The author discussed this subject in the

The second one which was originated from paper. 3 He assumed the strongest earthquake,

those for nuclear power plants, the design basis that is, the probable maximum earthquake, and
earthquake should have the value of expected the realistic, true response of the structure,

destructive earthquakes in the site area. The which the code applied to, was compared to the

evaluation guideline of the Nuclear Safety design basis seismic coefficient, that is the

Commission for the seismic design of nuclear value of the response obtained by the code. He

power plants in 1981 defined I and 2 defined the coefficient as follows:
earthquakes. Those are the strongest earthquake

and the upper bound earthquake respectively. design basis seismic coefficient
This concept had been developed by the group T1= (1)

including the author since early 1960's. probable maximum response acceleration

On the other hand, the MITI Notice #515
employed the zoning map system, but their design and some results were summarized in Table 2.

basis earthquake is higher than the seismic The values were scattered from 0114 to 0540,
coefficients defined in the Building Code, and except the Building Code in New Zealand. As we

regioning is made more precisely. can observe, design basis earthquakes defined in

Back to the fundamental concept of seismic most of codes are rather lower than actual

design of critical facilities like a nuclear expected response to 07 G earthquake which the
power plant, the following items are keys: author expects as an extreme case in the high

i) The design must be made against a seismisity area like Japan. This 07 G is an
destructive earthquake which we must expect effective peak ground acceleration at the ground

in the future. surface of an epicenter region. For the values

ii) The plant must remain safe during and listed in the table, the design limit was

after the event. assumed to be an elastic state in most of

iii) The requirement-above must be fulfiled structures.

under any environmental circumstances. Recently, a research group of electric
iv) The structural design and system design power industries in Japan introduced the same

must be done and completed with human type index M as follows:

errors in design, construction, fabrication
and other engineering processes which are real seismic safety limit
expected in the normal situation. = (2)

The seismic design code or guideline must actual response

be composed according to the above principles.

The main values of Design Basis Earthquakes where the real seismic safety limit means the

S1 and 2 and others in Japan are shown in capacity of a component. The term capacity is
Table 1. also depending on its definition. For plant

condition C, it is evaluated based on elastic
III. LIST OF CONTENTS limit of its critical element. If we take the

plant condition D, it might be the failure
The author described this in various limit. Here they consider that this value for

occasions Here just mentions the list with the elastic limit would give the design margin
comments; on an each component, and is trying to tabulate

i) Factor of Importance then. Currently, those values are scattered

ii) Definition of Design Basis Seismic Loads very widely. And the author feels that it is

iii) Load Combination and Allowable Stress difficult to quote it for this paper. The

iv) Practice of Analysis of Structural seismic stress of pressure boundary is low
Behavior compared to the allowable stress for the

v) Plant Condition and List of Allowable combination of normal load and others as a

Stress vessel. And pipings are the same situation in

vi) System Behavior and Seismic Levels general, but for their bending and torsional
vii) General Design Criteria stress, especially the secondary stress, is

The author has been working for IAEA Safety not so high enough. Such comparisons are

Guide S-2/D-15 since te mid-1970's as well as deterministic, even though stochastic concept

the Seismic Design Guideline known as JEAG-4601 would be behind them.

by the Japan Electric Association. Te item vi) Fragility curve is only showing the

has never been discussed in such guidelines, but probability of failure without any condition,
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under the assumption of a size of an undetected systems seismically, because of no requirement
crack for the failure analysis of pipings. For in this Notice. They applied those practices to
evaluating code, such as the fragility curve may major pipings in principle before this Notice
be used, however, the relation of real response became effective in 1981. The seismic design
or behavior of structure to input, PGA or practices of piping systems were not so simple
intensity, is not evaluated clearly in the and configurations of actual piping systems are
engineering sense. Of course, FR and complicated, then the requirement was eliminated
corresponding R and � u are assumed, and they it from the current Notice temporarily.
are considered to form the fragility curve as The Japan Electric Association issued the
well as other factors, where F R is a response guideline for Nuclear Power Plant, JEAG 4601-
factor and $R and are standard deviations by 1970, in 1970, and its content was alike a text
its randomness and its uncertainty respectively. book and everythings were remained free to
The probability of failure of an item by a designer. After fifteen years, we feel the
future destructive earthquake can be figured necessity of more closed one, and we prepared

p -1987 6 which the
out, but it is difficult to be inter reted to the second version, JEAG 4601
the margin from failure probability in the author worked as the committee chairman for.
engineering sense. This is the reason that the This 890 page guideline described the details of
comparison of the margin in deterministic sense the design practice. Now, we find the tendency
to the probability is necessary for various that engineers have trend to fix their design
codes like Table 2 practice rather firm, and they don't want to

develope it freely. Such a tendency is observed
V. STRENGTH OF CODE on the guideline not only the official code, but

also that prepared by the private association.
This term "strength of code" was introduced Therefore, the new practices were published to

by the author and Tsutsumi4,5 and the author help for them to develop as JEAG 4601-1991 sup.,
introduces the terms "Open code" and "Closed and the next one may be prepared in 1995.
Code". The latter concepts are as follows: The discussion which is better open one or
'.closed code" is the code which defines the close one is still continuing, and closed one
details of design practice and consistent to has a tendency to describe simpler practice than
other related codes, like the code for allowable the practice which actually employed in the
stress under ordinary loadings like MITI Notice design. This is the beginning of separation of
#501 in Japan or ASME Section III in the U.S.. the design practice by engineers and the
In principle, there is no choice for the design evaluation practice by the authority.
engineer. On the other hand, "open code" only It is very clear that most of the codes of
defines the design principle and there are ASME for pressure vessels are typical examples,
various choices for the design. In early like Section VIII, Division 1. The code checks
19601s, there was the discussion which was only its nominal stress, and doesn't require its
better for seismic design of a nuclear power actual stress distribution which might be
plant up to now. Therefore, there have been no obtained by FEM analysis or experiment. Only
MITI Notice for the seismic design of a nuclear the exception is Section III, Division 1, but it
power plants in Japan up to now. The JEAG 4601, is still the successor of other ASME codes as we
guide-line prepared by JEA plays the role of it. can observe such factors in it.
The evaluation guide of Nuclear Safety Back to "Strength of Code", it is the
Commission exists for the higher rank one, and strongest for a completely closed code, of
the description in this guide is conceptual. course, but also it is decided how coefficients

For the petrochemical industry, MITI are conservative. In general, the more
Notice #515, the Seismic Design Guideline for simplif ied code the more conservative.
High-pressure Facility, was issued in 1981. In Therefore, we may introduce another index as
this code, there are several points which are follows:
free to choice for the design engineer, for
example, selecting either dynamic response actual stress
analysis or modified seismic coefficient method, (3)
which is using a given relation of an eigen computed stress
period of a structure to its value, that is, its
response factor, and is shown graphically in the it is not so clear whether or not the value 11,
code, as shown in Fig.2. The response factor which we discussed previously, includes this
obtained by the individual dynamic analysis is portion. the reevaluation of stress indices of
usually lower than the value shown in this ASME codes has been developed, but it is
graphic relation. And also, the most frequently difficult to understand the proposal completely
used portion of the curve is f lat to avoid the from us, seismic engineers.
fluctuation of the uncertainty of eigen-value
analysis of the structure. As a f act, most of VI. DESCRIPTION OF CDE AND USE OF COMPUTER
practical engineers chose the use of graphic
method instead of the dynamic analysis. The author tried to study on this subject

Another fact, we experienced, was that with Nagai, who was a graduate student.7 Codes
almost no engineer tried to design on piping like MITI Notice #515, they include many
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equations for its regulating purpose. The Engineering Corp. to recheck the analytical

designer calculates such values by hand or handy results independently from those prepared by an

calculator and writes them down on his note applicant. The author had had a concept of a

book, and he must complete the design report to sealed program for licensing, but we employ the

submit to the adequate office. During this way of trusting the related engineers for the

process, there are many chances to make errors. security of the computer code.
One of the chances is to calculate the following
type equation: VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1 The author has been engaged in various

k= (4) seismic design codes, not only for nuclear power

plants. The concept, which was originated from
+ nuclear power plant design, can be applied to

k k2 various fields, for example, supporting
structures for an overhead wire system of the

which appears very often in the calculation for high-speed railway transportation system in
parallel springs. The authors sent the Japan.

questionaire to engineers on descriptions in Through all cases, the criteria of the

guideline, and the result of their reply shows details of equipment, piping systems and other
this fact clearly. The following form is components are significant as well as those of

better: building structures. Especially, anchoring

devices must be carefully designed and settled

k1 k2 as described in previous papers. To avoid
k (4a) unfavorable events during earthquake conditions,

k1 + k 2 well organized guideline includin� the design
criteria for details of fundamental elements are

instead of eq.(4), even it is far from its important. And also the quality of concrete and

physical meaning. welding is highly significant to avoid

Another important fact is to limit the unexpected events during stronger earthquake,
number of parameters should be less than six in even not destructive earthquakes.

one equation. Moreover, the units of parameters

should be those which are commonly used by VIII. REFERENCE
engineers In Japan, for the stress it should

be kgf/mm for mechanical engineers, and kgf/cm 2 1 SHIBATA, H., Recent Development of Aseismic

for civil engineers, before SI unit was Design of Equipment and Piping Systems in

introduced. Recently, we employed SI unit for Japan, Trans. of ASME, J. of PVT, ol.115 (may

the code, the author is afraid of the increase 1993) p.106
of calculation errors. This fact is clearly

observed in the class rooms for undergraduate 2 SHIBATA, H., On Estimated Modes of Failure of
students. Nuclear Power Plants by Potential Earthquakes,

To overcome such difficulties, the author Nucl. Eng'g. & Design, Vol.20, No.2 (July 1972)

tried to establish the series of computer codes, p.393
so-calld, SEISMIT 8 ith MITI as shown in

Table 3 These computer codes may cover the 3 SHIBATA, H., On a Method of Evaluation of

contents of the regulatory code, MITI Notice Anti-earthquake Design Code of Industrial
#515. Facilities, Proc. of 7 World Conf. on Earthq.

According to the manual of SEISMIT, the Eng'g., Vol.4, (Sept. 1980) p.613

engineer inputs the data including the details

of structure and its site condition into 4 SHIBATA, H., A Comment on Characteristics of

SEISMIT, the code calculates its responsL- and Technical Guideline, Journal of Inst of

checks the stress distributions to the allowable Industrial Sci., Univ. of Tokyo, Vol.28, No.5

stress table. If the results of all reference (may 1976) p.235 (in japanese)

points are within the corresponding allowable

stresses, the SEISMIT declares that the design 5 SHIBATA, H,,and Hara, F., How to Design and

meets with the requirement. Unless, the code Evaluate an Anti-Earthquake Design Code --- in

shows the list of those points which don't meet relation to seismic insurance, Proc. of PV P.

with requirement and computed results. An Conf., ASME, PVP-127 (June 1987) p.9

engineer examines such informations, and correct

his design, and retries this process. In the 6 Japan Electric Assoc., Technical Guideline

case that the code declairs no design defect on for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants,

the structure, the licenser should issue the JEAG 4601-1987 (Oct. 1987) 890pp. (in japanese)

construction permit without any reservation. In The english translation of Ref.6, done by

the case of nuclear power plants, such a system USNRC and BNL, will be printed as a NUREG in

has not been employed, but the series of the 1994.

computer codes, SUN series, was introduced by

MITI and it was operated by NUPEC, Nuclear Power 7 NagaiA, On Human Error in Aseismic esign
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Process, Master Thesis, Univ. of Tokyo (March, 1989) 112pp. (in apanese)

Table 1. Levels of Design Basis Earthquake for Japan

Level of Design Design Basis Dynamic ZPGA-0 Related Plant ond. Post Eartliq.
Basis Farthq. Seismic Coef. gal' Item Inspection

(Static)

S2 240 �, 480
(Margin clieck) 0.9 (600),2 As FC(D or VI) Level 3
Upper bound (=1.SS1)

SI

(Design basis) 0.6 180 � 300 A EC(C or IV) [.cvel 2
Historical Max. (450),2
(Ref. Eartliq.)

S0.1

(Operational) ----- 50 � 60 all UC/NC Leve I
once per (n/A or 11/1)

2 ,, 10 years

SB 0.3 90 200-1 B
(=112 SI)

SC 0.2 go 100-1 C (convCn-
(=1/3 SI) tiol,, 1) 3

10: ZPGA is "Dynamic Design Basis Pak Acceleration". A pak acceleration
of AM for t dsign is ifferent value.

1: So is ot formal ruirement.
:2: Values for llilamaokall plant in tbe area wliere l'oRai-eq. is predicted.
,3: Equivalent to DBE in building code.

Table 2 List of Reduction Coefficients of Major in the world
Ref 3

Reduction Coefficient of
Code Design Basis Seismic

Cofficitnt: q
Reference PGA:0.7 G

Uniform Bldg. Code-176

U.S.A 0.286 0.462

Emergency and Fire

Protection Equipment-179

Japan 0.478 0.069

Building Code 0.238

Japan (for short period structure)

NZA 4303

Building Code-'76

New Zealand 1.071 0445

MITI Notice 515

Japan 0.150 0540

Typical BWR NPP Design

Japan 0.333
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Table 3 Computer Programs for Anti-

earthquake Design of High-pressure

Facilities Prepared by the Ministry

of International Trade and Industry

------ SEISMIT ------

Name Object Additional Function

SEISMIT-TW Reaction Tower Automatic Remodification

of Dimension

SEISMIT-SP Spherical Vessel ----------------------

SEISMIT-HV Horizontal Vessel Listing Adequate Site

SEISMIT-ST Supporting Structure Easy Input System
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